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Monday - Friday
8:00 am - 5:00 pm

317.636.5727
childcareanswers.org

HOURS

CONTACT

Child Care Answers is Central Indiana's Child Care Resource and Referral
agency, proudly serving Hamilton, Hendricks, and Marion counties.

Learning with Bubbles
Pop into your child's learning with these helpful tips! 

Infants and Toddlers

Try: Explore bubbles in the bathtub. You can blow bubbles
toward your child or let them have a try!

Benefits of
Bubble Play

Visual Tracking Skills
Your child will learn to
fix, follow, track, and
focus with their eyes.

Movement Skills
Your child will learn to
coordinate movement
while developing muscle
tone and body
awareness.

Language and 
 Communication Skills
Your child will develop
speech and language
skills as you talk about
bubbles using descriptive
words.

Say: I wonder what happens when a bubble touches the water.

Try: Pour bubbles into a bucket or bowl then give your child a
whisk for stirring. Add food coloring to make a bubble soup!

Try: Use different sizes and shapes of bubble wands.
Encourage your child to move their arms to make bubbles,
too!

Say: What wand do you like?

Try: Blow bubbles for your child to crawl after or chase. Try
this outside and inside!

Say: How many bubbles can you catch?

Say: Look, I see more bubbles when you stir faster!
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Add food coloring, paint, or liquid
watercolors to the bubbles.
Lay down a white piece of paper.
Blow bubbles on the paper and watch
them pop.
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HAVE FUN WITH ART

LET US HELP!
We can provide one-on-one support, and we also offer parenting
workshops. Scan the code at right or go to bit.ly/ccafamilies to get in
touch!

Preschool and School-aged Children

Try: Pop the bubbles with different body parts with a game of
Simon Says. Try your nose, elbow, finger, and more!

Say: Simon says, "Pop the bubble with your knee!"

Try: Play games with the bubbles. Try catching a bubble with your
hands or keeping a bubble up in the air by blowing gently!

Try: Make your own bubble wands use clothes hangers, craft
wire, or pipe cleaners. Bend and shape to make circles of all
sizes!

Say: What kind of shapes can you make? 

Try:  Focus on your breathe by breathing slowly or quickly.
Turn on music and watch the bubbles float to create a calm
environment.

Say: How do you feel when you breathe slowly?

Say: I challenge you to catch a bubble without popping it!

Benefits of
Bubble Play

Cooperative Play Skills
Your child will learn how
to follow directions, take
turns, and think
creatively

Critical Thinking Skills
Your child practice
scientific thinking as they
explore.

Social Emotional Skills
Your child will learn calm
breathing techniques to
use when feeling angry or
upset. 
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